Schottky contacts on passivated GaAs(1 0 0) surfaces: barrier height and reactivity
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Abstract

We present results on the experimental and theoretical investigations of metal contacts on chalcogen passivated GaAs(1 0 0) surfaces. Photoemission spectroscopy investigations show that depending on the metal used for the contact formation the chalcogen passivation reduces the interaction between metals and GaAs(1 0 0). For Sb no chemical reaction at all with the substrate surface is found, while In and Ag react with the topmost chalcogen layer. For Na and Mg, on the other hand, a strong interaction is found. The chalcogenide like layer on top of the GaAs is disrupted and the metals react with the GaAs bulk, resulting in the formation of Na–As and Mg–As compounds. Concerning the barrier heights a general trend is observed, in that the barrier heights are smaller and larger for chalcogen passivated n- and p-type doped substrates, respectively, compared to the barrier heights on non-passivated surfaces. This change in barrier height can qualitatively be explained by an interface dipole, induced by the chalcogen passivation.
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